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Residential ventilation units



A good indoor climate is inseparable from the ventilation of the home. Ventilation adds fresh air and removes the humidity released by residents through exhaling, doing laundry, cooking, bathing and more. Our range of residential ventilation units and solutions are not only highly efficient, but come in ceiling or wall-mounted options for houses, villas or apartments. Speak to an expert today.
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Dantherm HCC 2PLA – residential ventilation unit




Ceiling and wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCC 2 is a unique and flexible residential ventilation solution.




















Dantherm HCC 260P1 – residential ventilation unit




Ceiling and wall-mounted home ventilation units



The 260P1 is a unique and flexible residential ventilation solution.




















Dantherm HCC 360E1 – residential ventilation unit




Ceiling and wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCC 360E1 is a unique and flexible residential ventilation solution.




















Dantherm HCC 360P2 – residential ventilation unit




Ceiling and wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCC 360P2 is a unique and flexible residential ventilation solution.




















Dantherm HCV 300 – residential ventilation unit




Wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCV 300 is an highly efficient residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments.




















Dantherm HCV 400 P1 – residential ventilation unit




Wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCV 400 P1 is a highly efficient residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments.




















Dantherm HCV 400 P2 – residential ventilation unit




Wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCV 400 P2 is a highly efficient residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments.




















Dantherm HCV 400 E1 – residential ventilation unit




Wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCV 400 E1 is a highly efficient residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments.




















Dantherm HCV 460 P2 – residential ventilation unit




Wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCV 460 P2 is a highly efficient residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments of up to 450m2 or more.




















Dantherm HCV 460 E1 – residential ventilation unit




Wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCV 460 E1 is a highly efficient residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments of up to 450m2 or more.




















Dantherm HCV 500 – residential ventilation unit




Wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCV 500 is a highly efficient residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments of up to 450m2 or more.




















Dantherm HCV 700 – residential ventilation unit




Wall mounted home ventilation units



The HCV 700 is a highly efficient residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments of up to 450m2 or more.
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Why choose residential ventilation units?

Old homes were often built with little to no insulation. While heating these spaces was a costly endeavour, the incidental gaps in the structure allowed stale air to escape, and clean, fresh air to enter its place – an effective method of natural ventilation.

However, as building regulations tightened and insulation technology improved, modern homes have been built to better retain heat. While this has improved the energy efficiency of building stock, it has also meant that indoor air quality suffers in newer builds.

A high concentration of stale air can cause humidity inside to rise, unpleasant odours and pollutants to linger in the air, condensation to form, and mould and mildew to take hold. All of this compromises the health of residents and the condition of the structure.

To improve indoor air quality throughout residential buildings, adequate ventilation is a must. Many homeowners rely on open windows to regulate conditions, however this offers residents little control over their indoor environment, and is a costly source of heat and energy loss.

Residential mechanical ventilation, then, is the ideal solution for homes as this technology can automatically regulate inside conditions efficiently and economically. There are several different types of ventilation solutions.

Positive input ventilation (PIV) systems are installed in loft spaces and gradually draw in fresh air from outside, emitting it throughout the property.

Mechanical extract ventilation (MEV) units are positioned in high humidity areas, such as kitchens and bathrooms, and extract moist air.

Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR) inducts fresh air and exhausts unpleasant airborne particles, recycling heat energy at the same time. This type of residential heat recovery ventilation represents the most cost-effective and sustainable solution for properties.

As experts in efficient, effective, reliable and sustainable climate control, Dantherm Group is the go-to manufacturer for ventilation in residential buildings. Supported with decades of experience and a wide selection of technology, our solutions are ideal for almost any property.

To learn more about our lineup of residential ventilation systems, and which solution is best for your building, get in touch with our expert team today.
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Choosing the right residential ventilation system



Thermal efficiency, SFP, fire safety and heat exchanger are key to your choice
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25th Feb 2021
 - 4 min read























How to install a residential ventilation system



Your guide to installing your home ventilation system









Anders Odgaard

5th Feb 2021
 - 2 min read























Why the right residential ventilation system combats COVID-19



How mechanical ventilation using outdoor air can battle the spread of airborne diseases









Anders Odgaard

14th Apr 2021
 - 6 min read




























Reach out to an expert



Need help with choosing the right solution? Our team of over 100 climate control experts can assist.



































Sign up to our newsletter

Join more than 5,000 professionals and be among the first to receive the latest news and updates from the Dantherm Group.
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